Figure 1. Stack-and-draw photonic-crystal-fiber (PCF) fabrication process.

Figure 2. (left) Solid-core and (right) hollow-core fiber.
as enabling endlessly single-moded large-mode-area and highly nonlinear fibers. For active double-clad fibers, constructing secondary claddings with air holes instead of conventional lowindex polymers provides PCF with a high power-handling advantage.
Lasers play a significant role in many industrial and materialprocessing applications. In recent years, fiber lasers have made advances, sometimes replacing more traditional lasers because of advantages in efficiency, beam quality, scalability, and operating cost. Achieving reliable high-power performance is a remaining challenge, since various components in fiber-laser systems struggle with power levels exceeding a few hundred watts. PCF solves this problem with design characteristics that are not available in conventional fibers (see Figure 3) , including larger single-mode areas and the use of secondary cladding based on air holes, enabling higher damage thresholds than for the polymers used in conventional fibers. In addition, PCF offers similar benefits in fiber-based coupling and power-combining components within the high-power fiber-laser system. PCF can also be used in broadband supercontinuum devices in metrology, 1 optical-coherence tomography, and spectroscopy. Passive highly nonlinear PCFs can be pumped with short pulses to produce a supercontinuum of power distributed over a wide bandwidth, exhibiting the high brightness characteristics of fiber lasers and the broad spectral coverage of white-light sources. This is a combination not offered by other technologies (see Figure 4) . Highly nonlinear PCFs can be tailored to support various pump wavelengths with flexible design of small core, high numerical aperture and dispersion to achieve superior supercontinuum generation.
Continued on next page
We have translated PCF from the laboratory to commercial applications. Much of the progress achieved relied on a focus on making the fibers easy to use. The same unique physical characteristics that give PCF performance advantages in relation to conventional fibers could present challenges to those not accustomed to integrating fibers into their applications. However, we have developed components and methods to overcome those challenges. For example, one development offers subassemblies for high-power fiber lasers that include the active fiber, power combiners, and delivery fibers, with all the critical splicing, coupling, power handling, and thermal management already per- formed, so that one only needs to interface to standard fiber types. This same approach to making PCF products easy to use will be applied to other fibers as the applications and demands continue to develop, so that the many benefits of PCF can be fully realized.
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